
Coaster Capital

Horizon Fund

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION

The Horizon Fund is an equity long short sector-focused fund, investing across global listed infrastructure and utility stocks. The Fund aims
to generate positive, absolute returns and minimise drawdowns by applying a fundamental, thematic and risk-centric approach to
investing within the sector.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
Market Commentary 

January was anything but a quiet start to 2021 for global markets – with infrastructure and utility sectors front and center of multiple
market events. The Horizon fund was down 0.52%, with global equity markets down 0-2% and S&P Global Infrastructure Index down 1.9%.
Some highlights included;

Portfolio Positioning 

The Horizon Fund constructs a portfolio across three broad buckets within the global listed infrastructure & utility sectors; sector/thematic
trades, opportunistic trades and pair trades. The fund increased net and gross exposure over January, in particular in Europe. 

In the US, net long in US utilities detracted 55bps, whilst short pipelines (MLPs) added 35bps. The Europe recovery trade detracted 45bps
with greater lockdowns and worsening sentiment hurting our long positions. Opportunistic shorts and put spreads in renewables added
35bps. European utilities were flat (long UK water, short Italian regulated). EM Asia was flat, whilst Latam detracted -35bps. Risk
management hedges added 50bps (FX hedges, futures). 

Outlook 

With a challenging outlook of rising rates and a market switch to growth and cyclicals, we have moved to a market neutral position in US
utilities; long catalyst driven and green names, and short regulated lower growth, premium names. In Europe, we remain constructive on
the medium term outlook for airports and tollroads– and view vaccine supply and national program rollout concerns as mere hurdles –
with several European airports trading within a few percentage points off their pre vaccine (November 2020) lows. This view would
obviously change if vaccines were unable to protect against new mutant strains of the virus. We remain mostly on the sidelines with
renewables names, which are starting to trade on very stretched valuations, but have the underpinning of record ESG active and passive
flows pushing them higher. 

As always, the Fund will continue to actively manage net and gross exposure within the GLI space to target absolute positive returns over
the long term and minimise drawdowns.  

On Jan 6, the Democrats won both Georgia run-off seats giving them control of the Senate. This had two impacts on the sector – firstly,
the expectation of higher stimulus led to an increase in US bond yields 25bps to 1.15%, higher inflation expectations and a steepening
of the yield curve. Secondly, a Biden blue-wave scenario playing out increased expectations of more Climate related policies being
implemented, which added further fuel to the “Green Trade” from the November Election. Long duration assets are sensitive to rising
yields, but some assets have inflation linked revenues which can offset some of that valuation impact. Renewable stocks continued their
rally from December (+5-10%), and pipeline (oil exposed) MLPs in the US also had a very strong start to the year (+5%).3

In Europe, further lockdown restrictions were put in place in the UK and the Continent, and the US imposing stricter inbound quarantine
restrictions reducing the short term outlook for travel. This deteriorated sentiment to the airports and toll roads, which were down 6-
12% for the month. Adding to these COVID woes were supply-side issues with vaccine rollouts and more aggressive restrictions of
movement to limit the transmission of the multiple new aggressive mutant strains of the virus. 

Lastly, there was heightened volatility and a 4% drawdown into month end with a rather spectacular battle dubbed “Main Street vs Wall
Street” with the Reddit retail army cause massive losses in highly shorted names in the US, leading to aggressive degrossing across
hedge fund books which roiled markets. 

MONTHLY PERFORMANCE
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year YSI

2021 -0.59 -0 .59 -0.42

2020 0.17 0.17 0.17



Last Month

-0.59%
Total Return

-0.42%
Compound ROR

-2.51%
Winning Months (%)

50.00%
Average Winning Month

0.17%
Average Losing Month

-0.59%
Sharpe Ratio

-1.92
Sortino Ratio

-1.75
Correlation vs. SSgA SPDR
S&P Global Infrastructure
ETF

1.00

Standard Deviation
(monthly)

0.38%

Best Month

0.17%
Worst Month

-0.59%

PERFORMANCE STATISTICS
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CUMULATIVE MONTHLY RETURNS
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PROGRAM VS. BENCHMARKS
Avg.

Annual
Winning

Months (%)
Average Winning

Month
Average Losing

Month
Sharpe
Ratio

Sortino
Ratio

Standard Deviation
(Monthly)

Annual ized
Volati l ity

Horizon Fund -2.51% 50.00% 0.17% -0.59% -1.92 -1.75 0.38% 1.32%
SSgA SPDR S&P Global
Infrastructure ETF

-3.13% 50.00% 1.16% -1.67% -0.63 -0.78 1.41% 4.89%

CORRELATIONS
Correlation vs S&P 500 1.00

Correlation vs DJ/CS MF Index 0.00

Correlation vs SG CTA Index 1.00

Correlation vs DJ/CS HF Index 0.00

Correlation vs Vanguard Total Bond Index 1.00

Correlation TRJ/CRB Index 0.00

Correlation Vs MSCIWorld 1.00

corr_XJO -

DRAWDOWN
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Inception Date Dec 2020

Portfolio Manager Tim Snelgrove

Minimum Investment 50,000 AUD

Management Fee 1.5%

Performance Fee 15%

Base Currency AUD

Highwater Mark Yes

Custodian Morgan Stanley

Administrator Apex Fund Services

Phone +61 7 3039 0000

Email ir@coastercapital.com.au

Website www.coastercapital.com.au

mailto:ir@coastercapital.com.au
http://www.coastercapital.com.au


RISK/RETURN COMPARISON
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MANAGER BIO

10 years experience as an analyst, trader & portfolio manager at RARE Infrastructure, a dedicated global infrastructure and utilities fund
manager in Sydney & London  

18 months track record running a long/short portfolio prior to seed investment, including responsibility for product design, idea
generation, portfolio construction & risk management

Experience designing and running dedicated income enhancement overlays for income products, primarily over and underwriting
programs

Built & managed a global trading desk of 3 traders in Sydney & London, responsible for best execution across equities & FX, global trading
relationships, trading systems & tools, CSA programmes & TCA outcomes

Prior experience at Merrill Lynch in Hedge Fund Sales & Options DTR, covering special situations and events

B Commerce (Liberal Studies) from University of Sydney, Majors in Accounting, Finance and Government & International Relations and
holds a Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst designation (CAIA).

DRAWDOWN REPORT

No.
Depth (%) Length (Months) Recovery (Months) Start date End date

Fund Index Fund Index Fund Index Fund Index Fund Index

1 -0.59 -1.67 1 1 0 0 01/2021 01/2021 - -
2 - - - - - - - - - -
3 - - - - - - - - - -
4 - - - - - - - - - -
5 - - - - - - - - - -

RETURN REPORT
Period Best Worst Average Median Last Winning %

1 Month 0.17 -0.59 -0.21 -0.21 -0.59 50.00
3 Months - - - - - -
6 Months - - - - - -
1 Year - - - - - -



DISCLAIMER
The information contained in this factsheet has been prepared by Coaster Capital Pty Ltd ABN 635 699 080 (‘Coaster Capital’) operating
under the Corporate Authorisation No. 001279156 from Quay Fund Services AFSL No.494886. This factsheet is given to only 'wholesale
clients' (as defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)) or other eligible investors as defined by their relevant jurisdiction. By attending or
reviewing this factsheet, you are representing that you are a 'wholesale client‘ or eligible investor and that you will keep this factsheet and
the information therein confidential including notto provide it to retail clients.

This factsheet does not take into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular person. The information in this
factsheet is intended only for purposes of giving you a general understanding of an investment in the Coaster MultiStrategy Fund (‘the
Fund’) and is not intended to be a definitive statement on the subject matter nor should be relied upon in making a decision to invest in
the Fund. Persons should rely solely upon their own investigations in respect of the subject matter discussed in this factsheet. An
investment in the fund carries potential risks and fees which are described in the applicable offering document.

Any forward looking statements, opinions and estimates provided in this factsheet are based on assumptions and contingencies which are
subject to change without notice. Forward looking statements including projections and estimates are provided as a general guide only
and should not be relied upon as an indication of the future performance of the Fund.

No representations or warranties, express or implied, are made as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, opinions and
conclusions contained in this factsheet. In preparing this factsheet, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification,
the accuracy and completeness of all information available to Coaster Capital. To the maximum extent permitted by law, neither Coaster
Capital nor its directors, employees or agents accept any liability for any loss arising in relation to this factsheet. Neither Coaster Capital
nor any other person guarantees the investment performance, earnings or return of capital invested in the Fund.
This factsheet does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy interests or securities in any jurisdiction to any person
to whom it is unlawful to make such offer or solicitation.


